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[1] The location of fronts has a direct influence on both the physical and biological
processes in the Southern Ocean. Here we explore the relative importance of bottom
topography and winds for the location of Southern Ocean fronts, using 100 years of a
control and climate change simulation from the high resolution coupled climate model
HiGEM. Topography has primary control on the number and intensity of fronts at each
longitude. However, there is no strong relationship between the position or spacing of jets
and underlying topographic gradients because of the effects of upstream and downstream
topography. The Southern Hemisphere Westerlies intensify and shift south by 1.3 in the
climate change simulation, but there is no comparable meridional displacement of the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current’s (ACC) path or the fronts within its boundaries, even over
flat topography. Instead, the current contracts meridionally and weakens. North of the
ACC, the Subtropical Front (STF) shifts south gradually, even over steep topographic
ridges. We suggest the STF reacts more strongly to the wind shift because it is strongly
surface intensified. In contrast, fronts within the ACC are more barotropic and are therefore
more sensitive to the underlying topography. An assessment of different methods for
identifying jets reveals that maxima of gradients in the sea surface height field are the most
reliable. Approximating the position of fronts using sea surface temperature gradients is
ineffective at high latitudes while using sea surface height contours can give misleading
results when studying the temporal variability of front locations.
Citation: Graham, R. M., A. M. de Boer, K. J. Heywood, M. R. Chapman, and D. P. Stevens (2012), Southern Ocean fronts:
Controlled by wind or topography?, J. Geophys. Res., 117, C08018, doi:10.1029/2012JC007887.
1. Introduction
[2] The location of fronts in the Southern Ocean plays an
important role in the global climate system. The latitude of
the Subtropical Front (STF), for example, is thought to
modulate the volume of warm and saline Agulhas Leakage
in to the Atlantic, which in turn enhances the formation of
North Atlantic Deep Water [Bard and Rickaby, 2009; Beal
et al., 2011; Peeters et al., 2004]. However, the variability
of both the strength and position of Southern Ocean fronts is
still poorly understood. Ideally one would like to use direct
observations to study the dynamics of fronts but in situ
measurements from the Southern Ocean have historically
been sparse and intermittent due to the remote location and
harsh weather conditions. The available observations have
been synthesized to produce valuable maps of the mean
locations of Southern Ocean fronts [Belkin and Gordon,
1996; Orsi et al., 1995] but the lack of repeat measure-
ments means that little can be learned about the temporal
variability.
[3] Satellite measurements now provide continuous high
resolution observations of sea surface height (SSH) and sea
surface temperature (SST), both of which can be used to
identify ocean fronts [Moore et al., 1999; Sokolov and
Rintoul, 2002]. SSH measurements have been used to iden-
tify and track the movement of fronts across the Southern
Ocean for periods of up to fifteen years [Sokolov and Rintoul,
2009]. This has revealed a great deal of information regard-
ing the short-term temporal and spatial variability of fronts.
For instance, correlations have been found between the
location of fronts and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM)
index [Sallée et al., 2008]. Burls and Reason [2006] found
that inter-annual and seasonal variability of subtropical SST
frontal features in the central Atlantic Sector were related to
changes in the wind stress field. However, this relationship
does not hold close to the western boundary or the Sub-
Antarctic Front (SAF). Large shifts in the position of fronts
over topographic features have also been observed [Sokolov
and Rintoul, 2009]. Nevertheless, at present the longest
time series of satellite measurements available to analyze
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Southern Ocean fronts is approximately twenty years and
thus provides limited information regarding the multidecadal
variability of fronts or their response to climatic change.
[4] Paleo data can provide information on front positions
in alternative climate states. For example, numerous studies
suggest that ocean fronts were displaced northward during
colder glacial intervals [Bard and Rickaby, 2009; Howard
and Prell, 1992; Kawagata, 2001; Nees et al., 1999].
However, the data used suffer from poor sampling resolu-
tion. Many studies use proxies for SST from a single core
site [e.g., Bard and Rickaby, 2009; Wells and Okada, 1997].
This is insufficient to reconstruct temperature gradients and
therefore conclusively locate fronts or identify frontal shifts
[Hayward et al., 2008; Sikes et al., 2009]. A cooling signal
similar to that caused by a frontal shift may be produced if
there was a uniform cooling at the Last Glacial Maximum
and no change to the SST gradient field [Moore et al., 2000].
Care should therefore be taken when using paleo data to
build our knowledge about the dynamics of Southern Ocean
fronts and the response of fronts to changing climates.
[5] Theoretical arguments, based on Sverdrup dynamics,
relate the location of Southern Ocean fronts and in particular
the STF, to the overlying wind stress field [De Ruijter,
1982]. In line with this idea, climate change simulations
using coarse resolution general circulation models show the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) to shift south in
response to a warming climate and southward shift of the
Southern Hemisphere westerly winds [Fyfe and Saenko,
2006]. This may be interpreted to suggest that fronts
within the current would also shift south. However, the
models used in these simulations are incapable of resolving
frontal features or the complex topography of the Southern
Ocean.
[6] Topography is known to play an important role in the
dynamics of the Southern Ocean circulation [Sinha and
Richards, 1999; Tansley and Marshall, 2001; Thompson,
2010]. Studies using quasi-geostrophic models have shown
the structure and locations of jets are strongly influenced by
the length scale of zonal ridges as well as the meridional
slope of topography [Thompson, 2010]. Similar experiments
indicate that the meridional spacing of jets is reduced when
topographic slopes enhance the potential vorticity (PV)
gradient [Sinha and Richards, 1999]. Observations also
show that the ACC and Southern Ocean fronts are steered by
the bottom topography [Moore et al., 2000]. For example,
the Campbell Plateau (170 E) is a large topographic bar-
rier to the ACC and flow is deflected south by several
degrees of latitude around the feature [Sokolov and Rintoul,
2007]. The extent to which topography constrain fronts is
still a topic of debate. Many studies assume that the latitude
of fronts is constrained only close to steep topographic rid-
ges, while they are free to move with changes to the wind
field over regions of flat topography [Hayward et al., 2008;
Howard and Prell, 1992; Kemp et al., 2010]. This has been
supported by observations showing that fronts in these
regions experience greater inter-annual variability compared
with those close to steep topographic slopes [Sallée et al.,
2008; Sokolov and Rintoul, 2007, 2009]. However, it
remains unclear whether this pattern will hold over decadal
or longer timescales over which the Southern Hemisphere
westerlies may experience a shift in position.
[7] Here we analyze 100 years of model output from a
climate change simulation and a control simulation using the
high resolution coupled climate model HiGEM [Shaffrey
et al., 2009]. The length of these simulations offers an
opportunity to investigate multidecadal variability of South-
ern Ocean fronts. The climate change simulation was subject
to a high level of increased CO2 forcing that led to an
intensification and 1.3 southward shift of the Southern
Ocean winds. This small but significant shift allows us to
study the response of fronts to a displacement in winds in a
high resolution model.
[8] A description of the model is given in section 2, along
with a discussion of how well different surface properties and
methods perform at identifying jets and capturing their tem-
poral variability. In section 3 comparisons are made between
the mean location and structure of fronts in HiGEM and those
from observations. The relationship between fronts and
topography is then explored and we evaluate the response of
fronts to the increased CO2 forcing in the climate change
simulation. A discussion is given in section 4, followed by a
summary in section 5.
2. Methodology
2.1. Model Description
[9] The behavior of Southern Ocean fronts is analyzed in
model output from HiGEM1.1. HiGEM is the UK’s first
high resolution global environment model and is built upon
the UK Met Office’s Unified Model HadGEM [Roberts
et al., 2009]. The model has a horizontal resolution of
0.83 latitude  1.25 longitude in the atmosphere and
1/3 latitude  1/3 longitude in the ocean. There are 38
vertical levels in the atmosphere and 40 in the ocean
[Shaffrey et al., 2009]. The oceanic resolution in HiGEM is
eddy permitting and partially resolves these boundary cur-
rents and jets. Momentum dissipation occurs through a scale
selective biharmonic scheme. Lateral mixing of tracers uses
the isopycnal formulation of Griffies [1998] with constant
isopycnal diffusivity. The Gent and McWilliams [1990] adi-
abatic mixing scheme with a latitudinally varying thickness
diffusion and the adiabatic biharmonic scheme of Roberts
and Marshall [1998] are used to parameterize eddies and
reduce noise in tracer fields, particularly at high latitudes. To
represent enhanced mixing at the ocean surface, temperature
and salinity in the upper 20 m are mixed horizontally using a
biharmonic scheme. The improved representation of steep
horizontal gradients in temperature and velocity across
Southern Ocean fronts in HiGEM, compared with coarser
resolution models such as HadGEM [Shaffrey et al., 2009],
makes HiGEM ideal for the purpose of this study. For a
complete model description see Roberts et al. [2009] and
Shaffrey et al. [2009].
[10] The climate change and control simulations analyzed
here are each 100 model years in length. Both simulations
were initiated from a 30 year model spin-up under control
simulation boundary conditions. CO2 concentrations were
fixed at 345 ppm in the control simulation. In the climate
change simulation CO2 concentrations increased by 2% per
year for 70 years until concentrations reach four times that in
the control simulation and were then kept constant for a
further 30 years. For further information regarding the
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climatological forcings in the control simulation see Shaffrey
et al. [2009].
[11] The inter-annual variability of the fronts is investi-
gated using annually averaged output. For the comparison of
the climate change and the control experiments, the mean
states of the last 30 years of each simulation are used. During
this time period the CO2 concentration was constant in both
runs. Using the mean fields of the final ten years of each
simulation gives similar results to those discussed in this
paper. The high resolution of this model makes it computa-
tionally demanding, and it is therefore not feasible to run the
model to equilibrium. However, by comparing the mean
states between the same period of the climate change and
control simulations the effects of model drift should be
minimized.
2.2. Method of Identifying Fronts
[12] The criteria used to identify fronts vary widely
between different studies and this has resulted in some
confusion within the literature [Sokolov and Rintoul, 2007].
The criteria used are often dependent upon what data are
available. Studies using hydrographic measurements often
define fronts using subsurface properties [Belkin and
Gordon, 1996; Orsi et al., 1995] while more recent studies
use surface signatures, such as SSH and SST gradients, to
take advantage of the continuous high resolution data sets
from satellites [Billany et al., 2010; Burls and Reason, 2006;
Kostianoy, 2004; Moore et al., 1999; Sokolov and Rintoul,
2002]. In a model one can use any of the above methods
and it therefore provides a useful test bed for comparing the
effectiveness of different properties and methods for identi-
fying fronts.
[13] Many recent studies follow the method of Sokolov
and Rintoul [2007] to assign a specific SSH contour to
each frontal branch and define this contour as the front’s
circumpolar path [Billany et al., 2010; Sallée et al., 2008;
Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009]. To examine the performance of
this method for monitoring short-term frontal variability in
HiGEM, we analyze monthly output from a random four
year period of the control simulation. Following the method
of Volkov and Zlotnicki [2012], we calculate the time mean
SSH gradients over the Southern Ocean for this 4 year
period and zonally average the gradients along lines of
constant SSH (rather than along latitude lines) (Figure 1).
The SSH values that have a local maximum in SSH gradient
are assumed to correspond to a particular front. The time
mean location of these contours overlay regions of increased
SSH gradient which indicates that the method performs well
at identifying the mean location of fronts (not shown).
However, the method performs less well at monitoring the
temporal variability of fronts. For example, at 240E it is
clear from the SSH gradient field that there is a front present
at 62S for the whole duration of the time interval
(Figure 2b). One of our selected contours tracks the position
of this front well for the first 30 months but then shifts
south and begins meandering over a 3 range. Similarly, at
265E our SSH contours correspond well to the position of
fronts visible in the SSH gradient field, between 55–70S,
throughout most of the interval (Figure 2c). However, there
is a 3 month period after 43 months where the contours are
Figure 1. Mean zonal average SSH gradient in SSH space
for a 4 year period in the control simulation. Vertical black
lines show the SSH values for our SSH contour defined
fronts.
Figure 2. Time series of SSH gradient over a 4 year period in the control simulation at 3 longitudes.
(a) 50E. (b) 240E. (c) 265E. Black contours correspond to the SSH values given in Figure 1.
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displaced north while the location of fronts remains constant.
Nevertheless, these discrepancies are intermittent and local-
ized. For example, at 50E the method performs very well
(Figure 2a).
[14] The key limiting factor of the SSH contour approxi-
mation method is that SSH gradients are not enhanced at all
points along each contour around the circumpolar belt
[Sokolov and Rintoul, 2002]. Thus movement of a contour
associated with a front does not always imply that a front has
shifted. For example, at 240E the northernmost contour
visible in the domain is not associated with a front at this
longitude. Here the contour is meandering over a range in
excess of 5 degrees (Figure 2b). Similarly at 265E the
northernmost SSH contour meanders between 50S–54S,
while no front is visible in the SSH gradient field. A front is
only present during the first 6 months of the 4 year period
here, during which time the front and contour have a con-
stant latitude (Figure 2c). The meridional displacements of
these SSH contours, where no front is present, do not reflect
variability in the location of a front. However, the variability
of the contours would be included in zonal or basin average
positions of the fronts, calculated using these contours, and
therefore suggest spurious frontal movement. The SSH
contour method is still an invaluable tool, but frontal shifts
must be confirmed by a change in the SSH gradient field
[Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009].
[15] We next compare the performance of three alternative
variables for identifying fronts namely; SST gradients, SSH
gradients, and zonal transport (Table 1). The meridional and
Table 1. The Performance of Three Alternative Variables for
Identifying Fronts
Method of Identifying Front
(Local Maxima in) Threshold Value Color
Zonal Transport 10 Sv / 100 km Black
SSH Gradient 0.1 m / 100 km Cyan
SST Gradient - Magenta
0.8 K / 100 km Yellow
Figure 3. Front locations from observations (color) and a comparison of methods for identifying fronts
along a transect at the Greenwich Meridian (0E): (a) magnitude of SST gradient, (b) magnitude of SSH
gradient, and (c) zonal transport (surface to bottom). Properties are averaged over the final 30 years of
the HiGEM control simulation. The threshold values used to identify fronts in Figure 4 are indicated by hor-
izontal dashed lines. The vertical black dotted lines show the location of fronts identified using our zonal
transport method (see Table 1). Observation data is as follows: in Figure 3a, blue lines are local maxima
in the SST gradient field for July (2002–2004) exceeding our threshold of 0.8 K / 100 km [Burls and
Reason, 2006, Figure 3], in Figure 3b, green lines are positions of fronts identified using SSH gradient data
from 1993 and 2007 [Billany et al., 2010], and in Figure 3c, yellow lines are northern and southern branches
of the STF identified using surface geostrophic velocities calculated from SSH data between 1992 and 2007
[Dencausse et al., 2011]. The observed fronts are labeled where names are given in the relevant study.
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zonal SSH and SST gradients are calculated across each grid
point using neighboring points (centered difference) for
individual years. The magnitude of the resultant gradient
vector is then calculated at each point. Units are given in
m/100 km and C/100 km for SSH and SST gradients
respectively. The zonal transport is calculated by vertically
integrating the total zonal velocity from the ocean surface to
the ocean floor and multiplying it by the meridional extent of
the grid box. Units are then converted from m3/s/0.33 lati-
tude to 106 m3/s/100 km (i.e., Sv/100 km). The analysis was
repeated using a shallower uniform depth for the integration
and this was found to have little impact on the results. For
each of these three variables, fronts are identified as all the
local maxima across a meridional transect (30S–70S) of
each property that exceed a threshold value (Table 1 and
Figure 3). The threshold values are chosen so that the number
of fronts identified is roughly consistent with Sokolov and
Rintoul [2007]. These values are somewhat arbitrary but
altering them was found to have no effect on the main con-
clusions drawn from this study.
[16] The locations of SSH fronts coincide with jets (zonal
transport fronts) in almost all cases (Figure 4a), as should be
the case in a flat-bottomed geostrophic ocean, and there is a
near-linear relationship between the magnitudes of the two
properties (Figures 3b and 3c). Thus jets associated with the
ACC fronts can be easily identified in the SSH gradient
field, and the magnitude of the gradient can be used as a
suitable proxy for the intensity of the jet. In contrast, local
maxima in SST gradient are not always coincident with the
core of a jet (e.g., 40.5S, Figure 5). Where deep isotherms
tilt toward the surface the maximum in SST gradient is
located south of the transport and SSH gradient maximum.
Nevertheless, fronts can still be identified and tracked by the
SST gradient signature. SST gradient maxima coincide more
closely with the core of jets in fronts located further south
(Figure 5).
[17] Surface temperature and salinity gradients across the
STF are density compensating in some regions [Sokolov and
Rintoul, 2002] and as a result there is no SSH gradient or
transport associated with the front at these locations (e.g.,
37S, Figure 3). This provides strong motivation for using
the SST gradient to identify the STF rather than SSH gra-
dient or zonal transport. Interestingly our SST gradient
method does not identify a clear continuous STF around the
circumpolar belt, as was described by Orsi et al. [1995] and
Belkin and Gordon [1996] (Figure 4b). However, these
studies were based on limited hydrographic data available at
that time. The question of whether a continuous STF exists
between the Atlantic and Indian sectors of the Southern
Ocean has been the focus of a number of more recent dedi-
cated studies and remains a topic of debate [James et al.
2002; Burls and Reason, 2006; Dencausse et al., 2011].
Figure 4. The mean location of Southern Ocean fronts for the final thirty years of the control simulation
in relation to the model topography. (a) SSH fronts (cyan) and zonal transport fronts / jets (black). (b) SST
fronts (yellow) and jets (black). Magenta dots indicate the locations of local maxima in the SST gradient
field where the magnitude does not exceed the threshold value shown in Figure 3.
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Here the fronts identified using the SST gradient method
(yellow dots, Figure 4b) are consistent with observations of
the STF based on recent satellite data. For example, in the
Atlantic Sector Burls and Reason [2006] identified a SST
front close to the western boundary at 40S. This front then
meandered southeast to join the SAF. In the central Atlantic
(10W–10E) various front-like features were identified
between 35S–40S that dissipated to the west. Further east
these fronts were found to merge with the Agulhas current.
These patterns are replicated in the output from HiGEM
(Figure 4b). The locations of high SST gradients associated
with the STF in HiGEM are also broadly consistent with
observations from the Indian Sector [Kostianoy, 2004;
James et al., 2002].
[18] Large scale variations in the background SST gradi-
ent over the Southern Ocean preclude a consistent definition
of a front that can apply everywhere [Kostianoy, 2004].
Background SST gradients are weaker in the cold waters
further south. Therefore SST gradients across fronts at
southern latitudes are relatively weak, despite the often large
transport, in comparison with frontal features in the north
(56S, Figure 3). Hence, the SST gradient is a poor proxy for
the intensity of a jet. This is particularly apparent in the
eastern Pacific Sector where all fronts are at their southern-
most extent before entering Drake Passage (Figure 4b). To
identify these frontal features from the SST gradient field a
low threshold must be used. However, this introduces con-
siderable noise more equatorward by identifying spurious
fronts in regions of the ocean where background SST gra-
dients are higher (Figure 4b). Thus while the SST gradient
method performs better at identifying the STF, the SSH
gradient method is more successful at identifying jets located
further south and is therefore a more suitable tool for
studying fronts over the entire Southern Ocean. SST gra-
dients become a more useful tool if one can reduce the size
of the study area and thereby the variations in the back-
ground SST gradient. This makes it is easier to distinguish
local maxima in SST gradients from the background
[Kostianoy, 2004].
[19] Here, we study fronts over the entire Southern Ocean
and are most interested in those that are associated with jets.
Therefore we use the zonal transport method to identify
fronts throughout the rest of this study. Fronts will be iden-
tified by local maxima in the zonal transport field, where the
zonal transport exceeds a threshold value of 10 Sv / 100 km
(Table 1).
3. Results: Southern Ocean Fronts in HiGEM
3.1. Validation Against Observations
[20] To validate the performance of the model in repro-
ducing reasonable frontal structure, we first compare the
latitude of fronts in HiGEM with observations at the
Greenwich Meridian, 0E (Figure 3) [Billany et al., 2010;
Burls and Reason, 2006; Dencausse et al., 2011]. Figure 3
indicates the location of fronts identified in these studies,
each using different properties, for comparison with the
time-mean SSH and SST gradient fields and zonal transport
from the HiGEM control. Overall HiGEM captures the
positions of the primary ACC fronts (SAF and Antarctic
Polar Front (APF)) well at this longitude. Our zonal trans-
port method locates a front with mean latitude of 45S at
the Greenwich Meridian in HiGEM. This sits between the
estimated location of the SAF from both Billany et al. [2010]
and Burls and Reason [2006] (Figures 3a and 3b). Similarly,
there is a front at 50S in HiGEM that corresponds exactly to
the position of the APF given by these two previous studies.
A difference between the observations and the model is that
the front at 50S, in HiGEM, has a southern branch located
at 52S. We define this feature as a branch due to the fact the
minimum transport (and gradients) between the two local
maxima is above our threshold criteria (Figure 3). In contrast
there was a clear minimum in SSH and SST gradient
between the APF and the fronts located at 53.5S and 53S,
found by Billany et al. [2010] and Burls and Reason [2006]
respectively. Billany et al. [2010] label the front at 53.5S as
the Southern ACC Front. In HiGEM the Southern ACC
Front may have merged with the Southern Boundary Front,
located at 56S, at this longitude. We suggest this because
the magnitude of the SSH gradient across this front in
HiGEM is more than double that observed by Billany et al.
[2010].
[21] It is difficult to assess the vertical structure of the
fronts accurately due to limited available observations at
depth. However, repeat observations have been made along
the WOCE SR3 transect at 140E [Rintoul and Sokolov,
2001; Sokolov and Rintoul, 2002]. In Figure 6b we show a
cross section of the mean neutral density anomaly in the
control simulation at this longitude. This compares well to
the observations in these papers. Fronts can be identified by
the lifting of isopycnal surfaces in these plots. In Figures 2
and 11 of Sokolov and Rintoul [2002] and Figure 2 of
Rintoul and Sokolov [2001], two fronts can clearly be seen in
the neutral density anomaly, extending from the ocean sur-
face to the ocean floor, at 62S and 64S. These same
features are visible here in Figure 6b. We also plot the mean
zonal velocity so that these jets can easily be identified
(Figure 6a). The cross section at 30E (Figure 5) corre-
sponds to a section studied by Sparrow et al. [1996], using
Figure 5. Meridional transect at 30E. Values are 30 year
means for the control simulation. (a) SSH (cyan) and SST
(magenta) gradient. Vertical black dashed lines show the
location of fronts identified using our zonal transport
method. (b) Zonal velocity.
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the HASO data set and the Fine Resolution Antarctic Model
(FRAM). The zonal velocity fields from HiGEM and FRAM
are consistent with the HASO data. All 3 show a shallow
STF located at 40S, where the transport is confined to the
upper layers, and a stronger more barotropic front at 50S,
which Sparrow et al. [1996] label the APF.
[22] We see that the position and structure of fronts in
HiGEM correspond well to past observational studies at
these three longitudes (0E, 30E and 140E). Nevertheless,
fronts are highly variable around the circumpolar belt. In
Figure 7 we compare the locations of fronts identified by
Sokolov and Rintoul [2009] with the mean zonal transport
field in the HiGEM control simulation. There are dis-
crepancies, but in most cases the strong jets in HiGEM are in
close proximity to one of the fronts identified by Sokolov
and Rintoul [2009]. These comparisons with observations
provide some confidence that HiGEM is capturing the
dynamical processes important to fronts and should there-
fore respond to the climate change forcing in a similar
manner to the real ocean.
3.2. Fronts and Topography
[23] The number of fronts in HiGEM varies strongly with
longitude (Figure 8b). There are less fronts in regions where
the flow is restricted by topography, such as at the Kergue-
len Plateau (70E), the Campbell Plateau (170E), and Drake
Passage (300E). The peak intensity of the strongest front at
each longitude, which we define as the maximum zonal
transport at any latitude between 30S and 70S, increases
by a factor of two or more in these regions (Figure 8a).
Downstream of these topographic obstacles the number of
fronts increases as the channel widens and the intensity of
fronts weakens. Thompson et al. [2010] also studied the
relationship between number of fronts and topography using
two years of output from an eddy-resolving ocean general
circulation model. The mean number of fronts was inferred
by the number of distinct homogenized potential vorticity
(PV) pools on each density surface. Similar patterns were
found to those presented here despite the different models
and methods used to identify fronts. Here we also see visible
inter-annual variability in the number of fronts. The number
of fronts identified at each longitude is not constant. How-
ever, there are no large scale trends in the number of fronts
as a result of the climate change forcing. While locally there
are significant decreases in the peak intensity of fronts at
some longitudes (e.g.145E, Figure 8a), the large scale zonal
pattern (of peak front intensity increasing in the vicinity of
major topographic features) remains constant between the
control and climate change simulation. These findings indi-
cate that zonal variations in the number and intensity of
fronts are strongly controlled by the bottom topography.
[24] We examine how local topography influences jet
location in HiGEM by plotting meridional cross sections of
zonal velocity, averaged over the final 30 years of each
simulation, at ten-degree intervals (e.g., Figures 5b and 6a).
No consistent patterns of where jets are positioned in rela-
tion to the underlying topographic gradients were identified
Figure 7. Mean zonal transport field (surface to bottom) for the final 30 years of the control simulation
and location of fronts given by Sokolov and Rintoul [2009] (yellow). The northernmost front shown is
defined as the Southern Subtropical Front.
Figure 6. Meridional transect at 140E. Values are 30 year
means for the control simulation. (a) Zonal velocity. (b) Neu-
tral density anomaly.
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from the cross sections studied. We did not observe steady
jets fixed to the strongest topographic gradients or unsteady
jets meandering from regions of enhanced to reduced PV
gradients, as may be expected from the findings of
Thompson [2010]. At some locations the jets do lie over
strong topographic gradients (e.g., 51S, Figure 6a) but
elsewhere jets are found over flat bottom sections (e.g.,
52S, Figure 5b). In contrast to findings from quasi-
geostrophic models, we do not find a consistent relationship
between the meridional topographic gradient and the spacing
between jets [Sinha and Richards, 1999]. This relationship
also broke down in a shorter high resolution simulation on
the Parallel Ocean Program (POP) general circulation model
[Sinha and Richards, 1999]. It is likely that this is due to the
complex bottom topography in the Southern Ocean of both
HiGEM and POP. In contrast the quasi-geostrophic models
used by Sinha and Richards [1999] and Thompson [2010]
included only zonal ridges or sinusoidal bumps. Tansley
and Marshall [2001] show that up and downstream topo-
graphic features can have strong influences on jets and this
may explain why studying the meridional transects individ-
ually here does not lead to any strong conclusions. The
complex topography of the Southern Ocean makes it diffi-
cult to attribute the effect of individual topographic features
to fronts. In order to improve our understanding of how
bottom topography influences the dynamics of fronts, fur-
ther idealized modeling studies are required, following the
work of Sinha and Richards [1999], Tansley and Marshall
[2001] and Thompson [2010].
3.3. The Response of Fronts to a Southward Shift
in Winds
[25] As a result of the increased CO2 concentrations in the
HiGEM climate change simulation, the Southern Hemi-
sphere midlatitude westerly winds intensify and shift south
(Figure 9a and 10b). Specifically, the maximum zonally
averaged zonal wind stress strengthens by 13% from
0.176 Nm2 to 0.199 Nm2 and shifts south by 1.3 latitude
from 51.5S to 52.8S (Figure 10b). An intensification and
southward shift of the westerlies in response to increased
CO2 forcing is a robust result in many climate change mod-
eling experiments [Fyfe and Saenko, 2006; Kushner et al.,
2001; Saenko et al., 2005; Sen Gupta et al., 2009; Spence
et al., 2010].
3.3.1. Changes Within the ACC
[26] The path of the ACC, defined here as the flow
between the northernmost and southernmost streamlines
passing through Drake Passage, contracts in the climate
change simulation (Figure 9c). There is a small southward
shift of the current’s southern limit between 120E and
160E but at all other longitudes the southern boundary
moves north or remains fixed. Similarly, the northern limit
of the current moves south or remains fixed at all longitudes.
Therefore, in contrast to results from coarser resolution
models that suggest the ACC moves south in response to
a southward of the winds [Fyfe and Saenko, 2006; Saenko
et al., 2005], we find no net meridional displacement of
the current’s path. This may either be because the wind shift
Figure 8. (a) Maximum zonal transport between 30S and 70S at each longitude, averaged over the
final 30 years of both the control (black) and climate change (red) simulations. (b) Number of fronts as
a function of longitude and time for the climate change simulation.
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is not large enough, or because the coarse resolution models
do not resolve the fronts and topography within the ACC
adequately.
[27] The volume transport through Drake Passage, calcu-
lated by meridionally integrating the full depth zonal
transport, decreases from an average value of 176 Sv in the
control simulation to 162 Sv in the climate change simula-
tion despite the increased wind stress over the Southern
Ocean. A reduction in ACC transport in response to
strengthening winds over the Southern Ocean has been
Figure 9. (a) Mean zonal wind stress anomaly. The location of the maximum wind stress for the control
(black) and climate change (yellow) is also shown. (b) Mean zonal transport (surface to bottom) anomaly.
(c) Mean barotropic stream function anomaly. The location of the northernmost and southernmost stream-
lines passing through Drake Passage for the control (black) and climate change (yellow) is also shown.
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found in a number of recent studies using higher resolution
models [Hogg, 2010; Wang et al., 2011]. Hogg [2010]
suggests that the increased wind stress enhances eddy mix-
ing and therefore reduces the meridional density gradients
which enhance the flow. Similarly, Wang et al. [2011] pro-
pose that the decrease in transport results from a combina-
tion of expanding subtropical and subpolar gyres, which
reduces the width of the ACC, and enhanced eddy mixing
which prevents isopycnal surfaces from steepening. Thus a
narrower ACC results in less transport. In HiGEM the width
of the ACC is also reduced in the climate change simulation
(Figure 9c) and there is indication that the suptropical gyres
expand. The location of the maximum SSH in the center
of the South Atlantic subtropical gyre shifts southwards by
3 latitude in the HiGEM climate change simulation and the
location of the maximum in the Indian Ocean shifts south by
2 (not shown). The zonal transport and barotropic stream
function anomalies also suggest an intensification of the
Weddell Gyre (Figures 9b and 9c).
[28] The mean locations of fronts were mapped for the
final thirty years of both the climate change and control
simulation (Figure 10a). The most significant changes
between the two simulations in the location of fronts
(Figure 10a) and circulation (Figure 9b) take place north of
the circumpolar transport (discussed in section 3.3.2). The
movement of most fronts within the boundaries of the ACC
is minimal compared with the 1.3 average southward shift
in winds. A localized region within the ACC where we do
see a shift of fronts is in the lee of the Kerguelen Plateau
(80E, Figures 9b and 10a). Interestingly there is little
change in the latitude of the maximum wind stress over this
region (Figures 9a and 11b). At 80E there is a relatively
abrupt 1.5 northward shift of the front located at 52.5S
around thirty years into the simulation (Figures 11e and
11h). While this front has shifted north at 80E, it can be
seen that there is still a weak local SSH gradient maximum at
its previous mean latitude (Figure 11e). The front at
42.5S, associated with the Agulhas return current, has
also weakened at this longitude (Figures 11e and 11h) but
there is little change in the mean intensity or latitude of any
other fronts.
[29] A 25% increase in the maximum wind stress is
observed over fronts in the Pacific Sector in the climate
change simulation compared with the control, and there is a
2 southward shift of the latitude of maximum wind stress
between 240E–270E (Figure 9a). This is a region of
relatively flat bathymetry where topography should have
little constraint on fronts [Hayward et al., 2008; Sallée et al.,
2008]. However, this major change in wind-forcing appears
to have little effect on the location of fronts (Figure 10a). For
example, the maximum zonal wind stress at 265E increases
by 17% in the climate change simulation (Figure 11c). In
fact, over the most intense front at 60S, the southward shift
of the wind field results in as much as 28% increase in wind
stress. While there is a slight indication of the more northern
jets intensifying and southern jets weakening at this longi-
tude, there is no discernible difference in the locations of
frontal jets (Figures 11f and 11i).
[30] The mean zonal transport anomaly shows signs of a
northward shift, which may be associated with movement of
fronts, centered around 255E (Figure 9b). Here the location
of the maximum wind stress has shifted south by 3
(Figure 9a and 12a), and so one may expect a shift of fronts
at this location. The mean transport fields of the climate
change and control simulation at this longitude show a
weakening of the southernmost jet and indicate that the jet
located at 63S has intensified and shifted north by 0.5,
but no other jets show sign of movement (Figure 12b).
Meanwhile Hovmöller diagrams of SSH gradients for the
control and climate change simulation at this longitude show
that the jet at 63S has large inter-annual variability in
intensity and is not tightly constrained to a narrow latitude
band (Figure 12c and 12d). No clear shift of fronts is visible
from the time series of SSH gradients alone, and so the shift
of transport does not appear to be significant in relation to
the inter-annual variability here. Thus there is little evidence
to suggest any large scale shifts of fronts in the Pacific
Sector as a result of the climate change forcing. In particular,
the movement of fronts is not of a comparable magnitude to
the zonal average 1.3 southward shift of the maximum wind
Figure 10. (a) Mean location of fronts for the final 30 years of the control (black) and climate change
(red) simulations (model topography shown in gray scale). (b) Mean zonal average zonal wind stress
for the final 30 years of the control (black) and climate change (red) simulations.
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stress. A similar pattern is found for most fronts within the
ACC boundaries (Figure 10a).
[31] Some studies suggest the extent of Antarctic sea-ice
can influence the location of, or can be used as a proxy for,
the APF [Moore et al., 2000; Nürnberg and Groeneveld,
2006]. The sea-ice in HiGEM retreats southwards during
the climate change simulation (not shown) by more than 5
latitude at some longitudes (e.g., 100E). However, there is
little meridional movement of fronts in these regions
(Figure 10a). Moreover, the contraction of the circumpolar
transport and the zonal transport anomalies (Figures 9a and
9c) suggest that any movement of southern fronts are
northward, consistent with the theory of expanding subpolar
gyres [Wang et al., 2011] and enhanced northward Ekman
transport [Sallée et al., 2008]. Thus there is no evidence in
our results to suggest that changes to Antarctic sea-ice can
influence the location of any ACC fronts.
3.3.2. Changes to the STF and Agulhas Front
[32] Major changes to the intensity and position of
Southern Ocean fronts in the climate change simulation are
confined to western parts of the Atlantic and Indian sector,
north of the circumpolar transport (Figures 9b and 10a).
These fronts which shift correspond closely to the location
of the Southern STF [Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009] (Figure 7)
and Agulhas Front [Belkin and Gordon, 1996]. In the Indian
Sector the Southern STF front lies several degrees south of
the more density compensated Northern STF. At 120E
roughly 10 degrees latitude separates these features in
HiGEM. Here the Northern STF is located at 37S and can
be detected only by our SST gradient methods (Figure 4b,
yellow lines) as there is no strong jet or SSH gradient
associated with it (Figure 4a). In contrast the Southern STF
which is located at 47S can be detected by all three of our
methods (Figure 4). The Southern STF in the Indian sector
lies just north of the ACC boundary (Figure 9c) and shifts
south by up to 3 degrees latitude as a result of the climate
change forcing (e.g., 30E, Figure 10a). There is a large-
scale southward shift of transport associated with the
movement of the STF here (Figure 9b). This shift happens
gradually and in some places occurs over steep topographic
Figure 11. Meridional transects along (left) 40E, (middle) 80E and (right) 265E. Line plots show
(a–c) mean zonal wind stress and (d–f) mean zonal transport for the final 30 years of the control (black)
and climate change (red) simulations. The y axis in Figure 11e ranges from 20–60 Sv/100 km.
(g–i) Hovmöller diagrams of SSH gradient magnitude in the 100 year climate change simulation.
(j–l) Mean zonal velocity for the final 30 years of the control simulation. The color scale saturates at
20 cm/s and the y axis in Figure 11l ranges from 0–6 km.
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ridges (e.g., 40E, Figures 11d and 11j). It is interesting that
the movement of fronts is confined to the Atlantic and Indian
Sectors of the Southern Ocean (Figures 9b and 10a). East of
the Campbell plateau, at 200E, the southward shift ceases.
[33] As the Agulhas Front and STF shift southwards over
the Indian Sector the intensity of the fronts decreases. This
can be seen from the mean zonal transport anomaly
(Figure 9b). This weakening may in part be the result of a
reduction in the Indonesian Throughflow, one of the com-
ponents that feeds the Agulhas Current [Beal et al., 2011].
The volume of Indonesian Throughflow decreases from a
mean value of 14 Sv to 8.5 Sv in the climate change
simulation.
4. Discussion
[34] The differences in Southern Ocean circulation between
the HiGEM control and climate change simulations create an
interesting picture. In response to an overall 1.3 southward
shift in the westerly winds, the STF moves south over steep
topographic gradients in the Atlantic and Indian Sectors. In
contrast there is minimal movement of most fronts within the
ACC, even in the Pacific Sector where the ocean floor is
relatively flat and large changes to the mean wind field are
observed.
[35] It is important to note the time scale studied here. The
positions of fronts shown in Figure 10a are 30-year means.
Studies using satellite observations of SSH and SST have
shown that there is significant inter-annual as well as sea-
sonal variability in the location of fronts within the ACC,
particularly over flat topography in the Pacific Sector [Sallée
et al., 2008; Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009]. Our result, that the
mean position of most ACC fronts does not change in the
climate change simulation, does not contradict these find-
ings. Indeed, inter-annual variability of front location is also
observed in HiGEM (Figure 2). What our results show is
that there is little multidecadal variability in the position of
most ACC fronts around the circumpolar belt and moreover
that there is no large scale response in the location of these
fronts to the change in the mean wind-forcing over the
Southern Ocean, except in the lee of the Kerguelen Plateau.
[36] It is interesting that fronts in the Pacific Sector, where
the model topography is predominantly flat, respond little to
the change in mean wind field (Figures 10a, 11f and 11i).
For topographic features with a short meridional length
scale, turbulent eddies should diffuse the effect of local
topographically induced PV gradients which influence the
flow [Thompson, 2010]. Further, it is assumed in many
studies that fronts respond more sensitively to changes in the
wind field where the ocean floor is flat, away from large
topographic features [Hayward et al., 2008; Howard and
Prell, 1992; Kemp et al., 2010]. Typically in the HiGEM
Pacific Sector, east of 260E, meridional topographic slopes
beneath jets do not exceed 2 latitude in length and 500 m in
height. In contrast, throughout many other regions in the
Southern Ocean mid ocean ridges span as much as 10 lat-
itude and exceed 2 km in height. It is unclear whether these
small-scale local topographic features in the model’s Pacific
Sector can explain why the fronts do not shift in this region
during the climate change simulation. We speculate that the
mean location of ACC fronts could be constrained by larger
topographic features up and downstream of the front.
Upstream and downstream topography has been shown to
influence jets in quasi-geostrophic models [Tansley and
Marshall, 2001]. An important question that arises from
the study by Tansley and Marshall [2001] and warrants
further investigation is how far upstream and downstream
topographic features can influence fronts.
[37] The stratification of the ocean may help explain the
contrasting response of different fronts in HiGEM to the
change in wind-forcing. North of the ACC the water col-
umn is more stratified and the flow more baroclinic. Jets
Figure 12. Meridional transects along 255E. Line plots
show mean values for the final 30 years of the control
(black) and climate change simulations (red). (a) Mean zonal
wind stress. (b) Mean zonal transport. (c) Hovmöller dia-
gram of SSH gradient magnitude in the 100 year climate
change simulation. (d) Same as Figure 12c but for control
simulation.
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associated with fronts in these regions are surface inten-
sified and confined to the upper ocean (Figure 11j). These
fronts, namely the STF and Agulhas front, are therefore
decoupled from the bottom topography and can move
more freely in response to changes in the wind-forcing.
Further south, where the water column is weakly stratified,
the flow becomes more barotropic. Most fronts within the
ACC extend down to the ocean floor (Figures 11j–11l)
and are therefore sensitive to the bottom topography and
more resistant to move in response to a change in wind-
forcing. The exception to this case is in the lee of the
Kerguelen Plateau. Here we observe a large shift of a front
within the ACC boundaries. However, consistent with our
explanation, the cross section of zonal velocity shows that
the front which moved at 52S is more baroclinic than
the front at 46S which did not move (Figure 11k).
[38] If, as our results suggest, the baroclinicity of a front
determines its sensitivity to changes in wind field, the
response of fronts to the climate change forcing in HiGEM is
dependent on how realistic the vertical structure of fronts is.
The hydrographic sections we studied in section 3.1 com-
pared well to HiGEM. Using the HASO compilation of
hydrographic data, Sparrow et al. [1996] found a similar
pattern to that observed in HiGEM with fronts becoming
more barotropic further south, in the region they studied
between 30E and 80E. Furthermore, neutral density cross
sections from SR3 show barotropic fronts at high latitudes
extending down to the ocean floor [Rintoul and Sokolov
2001; Sokolov and Rintoul, 2002], as is found here in
HiGEM. These observations suggest that HiGEM performs
relatively well at representing the vertical structure of fronts.
Nonetheless, the results presented in this paper are from a
single model and it will be interesting to investigate how
these compare with similar simulations on different models.
5. Summary
[39] The behavior of Southern Ocean fronts is analyzed
using output from a control and climate change simulation,
each 100 model years, on the eddy permitting global climate
model HiGEM. We show that SSH contours should not be
used independently to approximate the position of fronts
when studying their temporal variability, as this can produce
misleading results. There are regions where jets exist inter-
mittently and as the jet dissipates the SSH contour associated
with the front migrate over a wide plane. Using the SSH
contour method in such regions will overestimate the tem-
poral variability. We also compare the use of SST and SSH
gradients for identifying fronts. The SSH gradient method
performs well in all areas of the Southern Ocean, except for
the northern STF which is density compensated in some
regions and can only be observed using the SST gradient
method. In contrast we find that the SST gradient is a poor
tool for identifying jets in the southern region of the ocean
because background SST gradients are weak in the cold
southern waters.
[40] The number and intensity of fronts at each longitude
is set largely by the bottom topography of the Southern
Ocean. The number of fronts is reduced in regions where the
path of the ACC is constricted or blocked by topography,
such as Drake Passage, and the intensity of fronts’ increases
in these regions. In contrast to results from idealized quasi-
geostrophic models, we do not find a strong relationship
between jet spacing and the underlying topographic gradient
[Sinha and Richards, 1999]. Our results suggest that the
positions of fronts, especially in the Pacific, may be more
influenced by upstream and downstream topography. Further
idealized studies following the work of Sinha and Richards
[1999], Tansley and Marshall [2001] and Thompson [2010]
are required to improve our understanding of how topogra-
phy and Southern Ocean fronts interact.
[41] The maximum zonal wind stress over the Southern
Ocean intensifies and shifts southward by 1.3 latitude in the
climate change simulation. However, there is no net merid-
ional shift in the path of the ACC and the transport through
Drake Passage decreases from 176 to 162 Sv. The path of
the ACC is also shown to contract. There is no significant
meridional shift of any fronts over the Pacific Sector, where
the model topography is flat, in response to the change in
wind-forcing. North of the ACC, the STF and Agulhas front
shift south. The southward shift of these fronts is gradual,
they do not jump, and the shift occurs over steep topographic
slopes. This suggests the locations of the STF and Agulhas
front are not heavily constrained by topography. A localized
northward shift of a front is also observed in the lee of the
Kerguelen Plateau. The fronts that move are surface inten-
sified and confined to the upper ocean and therefore less
influenced by the topography below. In contrast, fronts
within the ACC are more barotropic and extend down to the
ocean floor. As a result these fronts will be more sensitive to
the bottom topography and therefore resistant to move in
response to a change in wind-forcing. The fact the fronts do
not move much over flat topography in the climate change
simulation but do show large seasonal variability in location,
suggests a fundamental difference between the dynamics of
Southern Ocean fronts over seasonal and decadal timescales.
[42] The average meridional shift of the maximum wind
stress in the climate change simulation of 1.3 is relatively
small compared with shifts that have been postulated, for
example, at the Last Glacial Maximum [Toggweiler et al.,
2006]. Interestingly however, frontal shifts within the ACC
are minimal in comparison to the average 1.3 shift of winds,
even over regions flat topography where wind shifts are
much larger. This suggests that the locations of ACC fronts
are not directly controlled by the winds above. Nevertheless,
it is possible, and even likely, that larger wind shifts would
have a more pronounced influence on frontal positions.
Future studies are underway in which the response of
Southern Ocean fronts to larger winds shifts will be exam-
ined in a high resolution ocean model.
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